VISION 6/10/05: I was traveling and suddenly I turned my head towards a man with a cell phone. My spirit recognized him and I smiled at him and he smiled back a beautiful and radiant loving smile. I immediately recognized he was an angel. He called me on his cell phone and said, "Do I know you?" I said, "That depends on whether you love Jesus Christ or not." He said, "I’ll be right back, I can give you special access. Let me go check and see."

I had the impression he was going to ask permission to share a gift with me. Then I saw a conveyor belt coming from a place of hidden treasures and the belt was on an incline as though flowing down to those who were waiting to receive. The conveyor belt had special stone keys on them shaped like elongated and enlarged dominoes with strange writing on them. I recognized them as miniature rosetta stones. They were keys to help understand the mysteries and hidden rhema.

[I said, Thank You Papa, I would very much like this gift.]

HEARD: You may enter. Click.

IMPRESSION: It was impressed upon me that the “click” was the rosetta stone being used as a key to unlock the mysteries. The rosetta stone was the special access into buried treasures.
EXPERIENCE: I felt something being placed into my hand.

HEARD: Purpose. Unlock.

IMPRESSION: I had the impression that my hand was inserting into something and turning it to the right, like a key.

THE CELL PHONE: I was also tickled that the angel was using the cell phone. I have had much rhema in the past about the Lord calling me on the phone, as in hearing. When I am too busy, I hear the busy signal and I have heard the Lord say to pick up the phone. Sometimes I have dreamed the Lord is calling me and I pick up the phone and He starts talking to me. This particular one was a special joyful parable.

A few days ago, I just got my brand new, super duper, pocket PC cell phone. I have wanted my own personal cell phone for years. And to have it as my PPC also is totally awesome. There is so much love to have that hidden little detail enclosed in the vision. The last couple days, every time Wayne would call me on my new cell phone, I was so excited because it was like getting a love kiss from my husband just to hear it ring. He would even call me from the other end of the house! I had taken a minute of one of Andre Lefebvre's songs, called "Wedding Day," and turned it into a cell phone ring and downloaded it onto my PPC. When the cell phone rings, it rings that song. When the Lord talks to us, and we answer Him and hear His voice, it is wedding bliss. So precious!

I also found something in the back of one of my Bibles about the rosetta stone. It was the original piece that helped crack the code to deciphering the mysteries of the unknown language.

============= GRANDMA ANNA DREAM 3/30/86 =============

DREAM: Sandy and I had traveled to the holy City and had come back to leave markers for those who wanted to follow. There was a large book which had TRAVAIL written in big letters across it in blue. We propped it up on something and placed three sets of markers along side of it, pointing to where to go. Three of the pointers were arrows with shafts, three were rods or sticks and some I don't remember.

One marker was some kind of a flat, strange, oblong rock with some kind of writing on it about six inches long and 4 inches wide which was also part of the markers. I had found it exposed lying face up on the path where I was walking. I left it at a library where it could be documented and guarded. Later we thought about it and decided to move the markers. We placed them at a cross road where they could be more easily seen.

===============

Isa 45:3 NKJV

"Thus says the LORD to His anointed, To Cyrus, whose right hand I have held - To subdue nations before him and loose the armor of kings, To open before him the double doors, so that the gates will not be shut: 'I will go before you and make the crooked places straight; I will break in pieces the gates of bronze and cut the bars of iron. I will give you the treasures of darkness and hidden riches of secret places, that you may know that I, the LORD, Who call you by your name, am the God of Israel.

===============

THE ROSETTA STONE

Fireside Chat with Bob Jones

By Paul Keith Davis

2004-01-22

This past New Year's Eve while in a conference in Charlotte NC, Bob had a divine encounter that produced an unusual but compelling revelation. During the worship service, his spirit eyes were opened and he saw the Spirit of the Lord as a cloud of light. It was a similar encounter
and manifestation of God that the apostle Paul witnessed on the road to Damascus. The Lord appeared to Paul as a bright Light and spoke to him with audible expressions.

In a similar fashion, the Lord spoke an audible phrase to Bob sharing His desire to release a “spiritual Rosetta stone” to the Church to unlock the mysteries of the kingdom. The Lord went on to say that His inspired priests will discover great insight with understanding into the Scriptures and the secrets of God for this generation.

Clearly, this was a symbolic expression to highlight a spiritual truth from a natural occurrence that transpired several centuries ago. In 1799, leaders of Napoleon's army discovered a granite stone in Lower Egypt outside of the seaside town of Rosetta. This relic was dated to 196 B.C. and provided an inscription written in three distinguishable languages. Fortunately, one of those languages was Greek which allowed the archeologist to decode the other two communications.

This discovery provides something of a language dictionary to help translate many other writings from ancient Egypt. The inscriptions were present for many centuries but no understanding was available until the Rosetta stone provided a key of interpretation and comprehension to decipher the messages.

In like fashion, the Lord is releasing by the Spirit of Revelation, keys of understanding and interpretation into mysteries and secrets in the Scriptures. The passages have been present all along but our understanding has been limited. There is now being released from heaven a spiritual endowment that will provide divine wisdom and revelatory insight. The prophecies of Isaiah point to this saying,

You have heard; look at all this. And you, will you not declare it? I proclaim to you new things from this time, even hidden things which you have not known. They are created now and not long ago; and before today you have not heard them, so that you will not say, *Behold, I knew them.* Isaiah 48:6 7

During the days of the early Apostolic Church, unprecedented events were taking place. The disciples were compelled to examine the prophetic writings of the prophets to provide a scriptural basis for their experiences. No one could have anticipated the prophetic fulfillment that transpired on the Day of Pentecost. The Scriptures pointing to Pentecost were present all along but now the experience itself unlocked revelatory insight into the mysteries of the kingdom that were imparted during the early church.

There are notable thoughts and plans that are resident in the heart of God that have been sealed and held in reserve until the appointed time. That day has now arrived and the Lord is releasing a spiritual impartation that will be as dynamic in the spiritual arena as the Rosetta stone was within archeological circles. The scriptural truth and kingdom mysteries that are imminently before us will have as much impact as Martin Luther when he nailed his ninety-five theses to the Church door in Wittenberg Germany.

============
CONCLUSION
============

{Words to Ponder are summaries of His quickened Words}

KEYS TO UNLOCK THE MYSTERIES 6/10/05

Now is the season when I AM releasing keys to unlock the mysteries of My Word. The natural man can not understand spiritual things. There are many things I have spoken in My Word which are not discerned.

Behind closed doors is My Truth held in chambers of treasured mysteries. Those who ask will be granted access to open doors of revelation into My Word. When the doors are opened, My light will shine and bring understanding and clarification that will amply be shared with My people. When the light of My revelation shines on My Truth, it can never be taken away. Blind eyes are open and it is forever sealed in understanding. These keys of understanding will unlock the language in which I speak, and give you heaven's perspective of My revealed Truth.
1 Cor 2:13-16 NKJV

These things we also speak, not in words which man’s wisdom teaches but which the Holy Spirit teaches, comparing spiritual things with spiritual. But the natural man does not receive the things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him; nor can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned. But he who is spiritual judges all things, yet he himself is rightly judged by no one. For “who has known the mind of the LORD that he may instruct Him?” But we have the mind of Christ.

::::::::::::::::::::::

“Ears 2 Hear” are excerpts from the rhema journals of Sandy Warner. To better understand how God speaks, read Sandy’s book, “101+ Ways God Speaks, And How to Hear Him.” ~ Website: www.thequickenedword.com ~ Email: swauthor@usa.net ~ Permission to forward and/or post at websites is given with this footer included.

::::::::::::::::::::::

Sandy Warner
swauthor@usa.net
www.thequickenedword.com

His Language Hidden in the Rosetta Stone
Posted by [ swauthor ] Mar 3rd 2008 - 3:37PM Posts to date: 3947

TO BE SCHOOLED IN HOW GOD SPEAKS 3/02/08

HEARD: I want to walk in it. Me too. Me too.

PIX: I saw hands raising up to the Lord all over the world.

COMMENTS: The following advertisement came on about the best way to learn a second language. Part of my calling has been to birth and teach the language of how God speaks so I was particularly interested in this. What is so wonderfully quickened about this advertisement is that it is called Rosetta Stone. The above post (text view) is the vision the Lord gave me about Him distributing Rosetta stones to His people. The conveyor belt came from a room of His hidden treasures... something that the Lord is really focusing on right now.

QUICKENED AD: Rosetta Stone

“Are you one of the millions of people that think you just cant learn a second language? The problem isn’t that you cant learn, it’s that you have been using the wrong method. Unlike traditional methods that require hours of tedious translation and memorization, with Rosetta Stone you are actively engaged in each lesson. From the very beginning, you will see real live images and hear native speakers. This power combination teaches you to think in a new language, not memorize. So speaking comes naturally. You’ll learn far more easily and more quickly.”

“I have learned more in the first 2 weeks than I have in months in taking formal classes.”

“I have used a lot of the books and the tapes and bar non, its the best one I have ever used.”

“It is almost like having something there teaching you, having your own private tutor who is just very relaxed in your home with you, sitting there teaching you a new language.”

“Rosetta Stone is so fast and effective, it is used by the US state dept, Nasa, FBI and top fortune 500 companies. And it the world’s leading language learning software.”

EMAIL AD CONFIRMATION: Today I downloaded the following email: “Your education on your time. Looking to advance your skills or begin a new career but don’t have the time to attend classes? Consider Everest College Online... With Everest College Online, you can study when it’s right for you, in the comfort of your own home and receive the same quality training and degree that Everest College’s traditional campuses have offered for more than twenty years.”
KEYS TO UNDERSTANDING THE MYSTERIES

LESSONS AT YOUR OWN PACE

WHO IS GOD?  WHAT DOES GOD SPEAK?  HOW DOES GOD SPEAK?  WHEN DOES GOD SPEAK?  WHERE DOES GOD SPEAK?